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the reset button
we need
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scrubbing water stains
off my reflection

new diary
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donating my best clothes
to the shelter
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newborn’s head
in father’s hand
earthrise

New Year’s Day
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makeover -
red stilettos replaced
with silver sneakers

sunshine through
the abandoned lighthouse -
a new day

newborns sparkle
in the maternity ward
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six years
deciding yea or nay--
soon our forty-sixth

new knee
up: good leg, down: bad leg--
mantra for stairs
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baby booties
will she finish
by mid year ?

new house
the wind chimes they
leave behind
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after a hundred years
mother's birthday
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uncrumpling
yesterday's scribbles
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back on the table
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breezy afternoon
where he used to read
a sleeping cat
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new year
save my husband’s number
as ‘my strength’

2023
my folded hands
for (un)fulfilled dreams
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of the new year
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city skyline
a paper crane takes off
from the news stand

speed dating
having no time for
the mirror suckers

in between the shadow of oneself
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time for a new tune
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new year's eve
rekindling
the fire

another year
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for a sign
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new year's morning
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true love the earth under my nails

foggy trail becoming who I was
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New Year's resolutions
my old dreams
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end of the year
at the family table
a new baby chair
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New calendar
she’s swapping empty spaces
for snow-white squares

mid-February
still I find fresh memories
in pine needles
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cherry petals
the proof reader
skips a page

hospital visit
I leave on the song
of a bird

bellwether riding
the smiles
get it
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meandering
downstream
the river
dreams
me

by the old well
qigong —
galaxies in each breath
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the same lawn
starting from scratch
the mole and I
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winding path
from somewhere up ahead
the sound of laughter

Tower of Babble...
our uncle gives us
another history lesson
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new beginning —
on january calendar page
dawn sky

Devoshruti Mandal



ferry lights for the first time we call this place home

after the break up learning how to knit myself back together
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new neighbor
introduced their dandelions
to my lawn

returning home
new highways made over
my childhood
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ingredients for the salad
time we were
strangers
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new beard shape-
a resolute man walking in
the speed date room

fireplace-
fresh ideas
crackling
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yellow moon
our first conversation
about marriage

third date
she reveals another
tattoo
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on the horizon
shimmering sunrise
season's greetings
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clearing skies
my son and I retreat
into the milky way

first light
leaving darkness
behind
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as one life ends
another begins--
border crossing

learning
a new language
first guitar

Kevin Valentine



last fold
of origami
prayer answered
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new year's eve
the flip of paper
to a next page
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floating candles...
I pause to count
my blessings

unpacking a box
of fortune cookies ...
new year dawn

Vani Sathyanarayan



blood lines—
the distance we go

blindly

year’s end
all the things sideways
finally behind
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that day
mother left us
a river

winter twilight
we both agree
it would've been lonely

Ella Aboutboul



dewy lawn
my footprints alone
left on the grass

more visible in
zero visibility
shadow self
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mother's lullaby
how many years passed
remembering your voice?

battlefront
in a tin box
grandfather's postcards

loneliness
searching for love words
in an old crossword
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border
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draft of a haiku

nobody home
a screaming parrot
to the snowman
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a water lily
unfolds the birdsong...
last round of chemo
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first touch
helping her
cross the road
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fifty times now
Mom has turned
thirty-nine

David Oates



journey to the stars
initiating the countdown
after diagnosis

next snow
the marks I left
disappear
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sunlit gingko
so many of us
half-full stars

new year
pretending to know
yūgen
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sings along
to Auld Lang Syne
last plum leaf

first light the newborn's fists unfurl
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saving resolutions
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